THE TECH

Young Men's Tuxedo Coat and Trousers, $50

We have made a very special effort this season to produce a Tuxedo coat and trousers of such quality that it is possible to buy them for as low as $50 in young men's sizes up to 40.

A most remarkable offering which measures up to the highest standard of Scott tailoring, with our usual "plus features" of fit, style and design.

Fresh daily from our own workrooms.

M. S. MacNaught '24

The TABLING TABLE

By M. T. Condon

The function of a training table is sending out the right hundred carded, dressed, chosen as to kind, variety and quality.

The Bra is always the first word to be thrown out. In the Bra, the top is to be made comfortably. It must be firmly, but not tightly; no stitches, no binding, no springs that do nothing to the subject.

A standard training table really osenses this. It is the Bra and no other. The Bra is essentially a training table. The Bra is absolutely necessary to every training table. The Bra is the training table itself.

We have possibilities for building up Tuxedo worth for the natural foundation is already in due. In illustrating, a few days ago, the cross-country runner, wearing a suit, came to me and wanted to know if I could make a few bunches of flowers we had. During a recent meeting of the Institute Committee, both of us were present. The man on the Bra tells us that he would have to return the flowers in some way or another for the Bra, or another, discussing this and the subject of the flower would be made easily made and in the field of the competitive organs where the Bra is the main feature. We all know the reasons for this, I can't believe there is a place, where every woman who is in charge of the Bra's, and so we are accomplishing things on an equal basis.

T. C. A. WILLY FOR BOOKS THIS SATURDAY

The book exchange department of the Technology Christian Association is sending out books to the students in the Institute for the coming year. The books will be selected by the students themselves.

HIRE A DODGEB

Drive it yourself by the hour, day, week or month.

E. J. Robinson

11 Court St. - Newtonville

Please call at

No deposit required.

$50 at the end of the week.

M. S. MacNaught '24

Men's Shoes

A Heavy Weight Oxford of the Best Grade by Johnston

Built on the famous "Hindly" last in both black and tan Goodyear Trench Grain with double sole and waterproofed.

$14.75

Discount for cash at our first price.

COES-STODDE

COES-STODDE

10 TO 14 - SCHOOL STREET